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QUADRUPOLE DEFORMATIONOF 11B (3=2�, 5.02 MeV) EXCITED STATEFROM 11B + 12C SCATTERING�S.Yu. Mezhevyha;b and K. RusekaaAndrzej Soªtan Institute for Nulear Studies, Ho»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandbInstitute for Nulear Researh, Prospet Nauki 47, 03680 Kiev, Ukraine(Reeived Deember 2, 2002)Experimental data for elasti and inelasti sattering of 11B ions by12C nulei measured reently at the Warsaw Cylotron were analyzed bymeans of the oupled-reation-hannel method. Rotational model for thelow-lying states in 11B and 12C was assumed. The deformation lengths forthe 11B and 12C ground states as well as for the 11B 3=2� exited state(Ex = 5:02 MeV) were extrated from the analysis. Contrary to the the-oretial preditions the deformation length of the 11B 3=2� exited statewas found to be large, lose to that of the ground state.PACS numbers: 24.10.Eq, 24.50.+g, 25.70.B, 27.20.+nStruture of the low-lying levels of 11B an be explained either by therotational model [1℄ or by � + 7Li luster model [2℄. The �rst approah anbe justi�ed by the large spetrosopi quadrupole moment, QS = +40:65mb[3℄, of the 11B ground state. Detailed alulations presented in Ref. [1℄ haveshown that the ground state of 11B and 5=2� exited state at exitationenergy of about 4.45 MeV belong to the K = 3=2� rotational band. The1=2� �rst exited state is the head of K = 1=2� rotational band while the3=2� exited state at Ex = 5:02MeV forms another K = 1=2� rotationalband. Deformations of the K = 3=2� and K = 1=2� rotational bands werefound in those alulations to be almost equal while the deformation of theseond K = 1=2� band is muh smaller and of opposite sign.Reently, experimental data for elasti and inelasti sattering of 11Bfrom 12C at ELAB = 49 MeV were obtained [4℄. This opened a possibility tostudy the deformation of 11B in its ground and exited states by means of� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.(2415)



2416 S.Yu. Mezhevyh, K. Rusekextensive oupled-reation-hannel (CRC) alulations. The alulationswere performed using the omputer ode FRESCO, version FRXX-v9h [5℄.The analyzed data set omprised the four angular distributions of the dif-ferential ross setion for elasti sattering as well as for inelasti satteringto the 1=2� and 3=2� exited states of 11B. Inelasti sattering to the 5=2�exited state of 11B and to the 2+ exited state of 12C ould not be distin-guished experimentally.In the analysis the optial model potential was taken in the standardomplex form V (r) + iW (r). Its real part was generated by means of theomputer ode DFPOT [6℄ from the densities of the both interating nuleiusing the double folding methodV (r) = Z Z �1(r1)�2(r2)�12(r)dr1dr2 ; (1)where �1(r1); �2(r2) are mater densities of 11B and 12C, and �12(r) is thenuleon�nuleon interation, whih was taken in the standard M3Y form.Distributions of the neutrons in 11B and 12C were assumed to be the sameas the distributions of the protons. Charge densities of 11B and 12C nuleiwere alulated aording to the modi�ed harmoni-osillator model [7℄ withthe parameters a = 1:69, � = 0:811 for 11B and a = 1:635, � = 1:403 for12C. The imaginary part W (r) of the potential was assumed to be of theWoods�Saxon form.The analysis was performed in the following way. First, the forward an-gle elasti sattering data were �tted by optial model alulations with thefour free parameters: N � normalization fator of the real part V (r) andthe three parameters of the imaginary part � W; rw and aw. The followingvalues of the parameters were found: N =1:0, W =7:5 MeV, rw =1:25 fmand aw=0:67 fm. Next, ouplings to the three lowest exited states of 11B,i.e. 1=2�(Ex = 2:12MeV), 5=2�(Ex=4:44MeV) and 3=2�(Ex=5:02MeV),were inluded. All the states of 11B were treated as the rotational states a-ording to the preditions of El-Batanoni and Kresnin [1℄. The deformationlengths were varied in the alulations in order to obtain the best possible�t to the experimental data.As a next step the oupling to the exited state 2+(Ex = 4:45 MeV) of12C nuleus was inluded in the oupling sheme. Here the two states of 12Cwere treated as members of K = 0 rotational band. Coupling interationswere alulated to all orders in the deformations [8℄.Finally, the proess of one-proton transfer, experimentally indistinguish-able from the sattering, was added for eah transition. Single-proton spe-trosopi amplitudes for the 12Cg:s:;ex:s: =11Bg:s:;ex:s: + p systems were de-dued from the �t to the experimental data at bakward angles.



Exited State from 11B + 12C Sattering . . . 2417The alulations reprodued well all the four experimental angular distri-butions. Two examples are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 the solid urveshows results of the full CRC alulations. When the proton transfer wasomitted, the alulations ould not reprodue the values of the di�erentialross setion at bakward sattering angles as it is shown by the short-dashedurve.

Fig. 1. Channel oupling e�ets for inelasti sattering of 11B + 12C. See text fordetails.The in�uene of the target exitation to its �rst exited state was found inthe ourse of the alulations to play a very important role. CRC alulationswith the target exitation not inluded are plotted by the dashed urve inFig. 1.Spetrosopi amplitudes for 12Cg:s: =11Bg:s:;ex:s: + p found from �ttingthe experimental data at bakward angles were lose to those predited byRudhik et al., [4℄. The largest di�erene was observed for the projetion12Cg:s: =11B�3=2� + p.The deformation lengths Æ2=1:0 fm for the 11Bg:s: as well as Æ2=�0:9 fmfor the 12Cg:s: were in good agreement with results of the previous analysis[4℄. In order to test the sensitivity of the alulations to the deformationof 11B nuleus in the 3/2�(Ex = 5:02 MeV) exited state CRC alulationswere performed with the deformation length of this state varied from 0.6 fmto 1.2 fm. The results are plotted in Fig. 2 by the short-dashed and solidurves, respetively. The best �t was obtained with Æ2(11B�5:02) = 0:8 fm.
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of the CRC alulations to the quadrupole deformation of 3=2�exited state of 11B.In summary, the CRC analysis of the experimental data for elasti andinelasti sattering of 11B by 12C at the laboratory energy of 49 MeV wasperformed. It was found that the exitation of the target to its �rst ex-ited state has a large in�uene on the alulated results for the inelastisattering. Deformation lengths for the ground states of 11B and 12C ex-trated from the alulations agreed well with those from Ref. [4℄. Con-trary to the theoretial preditions [1℄ the deformation of the 11B in its3=2�(Ex = 5:02 MeV) exited state was found to be very lose to the defor-mation of the 11B ground state.REFERENCES[1℄ F. El-Batanoni, A.A. Kresnin, Nul. Phys. 89, 577 (1966).[2℄ A. Kabir, B. Buk, Nul. Phys. A533, 215 (1991).[3℄ F. Ajzenberg-Selove, Nul. Phys. A506, 1 (1990).[4℄ A.T. Rudhik et al., Nul. Phys. A695, 51 (2001).[5℄ I.J. Thompson, Comp. Phys. Rep. 7, 167 (1988).[6℄ J. Cook, Comput. Phys. Commun. 25, 125 (1982).[7℄ H. De Vries et al., At. Dat. Nul. Dat. Tables 36, 495 (1987).[8℄ K. Hagino et al., Phys. Rev. C55, 276 (1997).


